- ________________ : the enforced separation of different racial groups in a country, community, or establishment. "An official policy of racial segregation".

- ________________ : The process by which a person or persons acquire the social and psychological characteristics of a group. To learn (something) so that it is fully understood and can be used. To cause (a person or group) to become part of a different society, country, etc. To adopt the ways of another culture: to fully become part of a different society, country, etc.

- ________________ : a coordinated plan of different actions aimed at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of destroying the groups themselves.

- ________________ : to put an end to the activities of a person or group of persons. To stop the growth or development of something.

- ________________ the total of ways of living built up by a group of human beings and passed on from one generation to another. The behaviors and beliefs that made up of a particular social, ethnic, or age group:
Assimilation, Segregation, Suppression, Genocide, and Culture
Segregation

________________: the enforced separation of different racial groups in a country, community, or establishment. "An official policy of racial segregation".
Assimilation

___________: The process by which a person or persons acquire the social and psychological characteristics of a group. To learn (something) so that it is fully understood and can be used. To cause (a person or group) to become part of a different society, country, etc. To adopt the ways of another culture : to fully become part of a different society, country, etc
Genocide
________________: a coordinated plan of different actions aimed at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves.
Suppress

__________________: to put an end to the activities of a person or group of persons. To stop the growth or development of something.
Culture

the total of ways of living built up by a group of human beings and passed on from one generation to another. The behaviors and beliefs that make up a particular social, ethnic, or age group.
“Each culture is a unique expression of the human imagination and heart. They are unique answers to a fundamental question: What does it mean to be human and alive”?

- Wade Davis
Indian Act

- Made in 1876 - was a Canadian law that created policies to deal with all First Nations.
- Based on assimilation and control.
- Allowed the government to control most aspects of aboriginal life: Indian status, land, resources, wills, education, politics.
- **Paternalism:** Policies that control a group of people by providing basic needs, but denying them any rights.
3 Main Goals of the Indian Act

1) Assimilate First Nations through enfranchisement (the right to vote / marriage).

2) Manage communities and reserves (Indian agents, elections/removal of chiefs).

3) Define who could / could not be classified as a First Nations person.
Residential Schools

- One of the results of the Indian Act.
- Schools for First Nations youth, as promised in treaties. But what kind of education?
- In 1920 the Indian Act required all First Nations to attend a residential school
- After Louis Riel led the Northwest rebellion in 1885 Canada wanted to “tame” the First Nations people to limit conflict.
Residential Schools

- The goal was to “kill the Indian in the child”.

- Today, there are an estimated 80,000 former students still living.

truth and reconciliation commission of Canada
8th Fire with Wab Kinew - Part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOeGtkp-HSQ
PIECE OF BONES REMAINING AFTER EXCAVATION IN 1980
Bones and Teeth Fragments

The bones and teeth fragment that were exhumed in 1980 were in the ground. Nowadays, the bones and teeth fragments have come up after the flood and raining a lot, and they were collected to keep on.
KILLING TREE
AGAINST WHICH
EXECUTIONERS
BEAT CHILDREN
How has Cambodia’s history affected this man’s life?
PLEASE DONATE TO HANDICAP BY NICE
Thank you!

Khmer tradition band has been given by Handicap with Landmine.
We stop begging we want to live with dignity.
Our children want to go to school. We try to work in this band
for earning and supporting our families.
Would you mind contributing money to charity? Please?
Thank you very much. God bless for all time.
Give us that has been given by Handicap with Landmine.
Khmer Tradition Band Has Been Given by Handicap With Landmine
We Stop Begging We Want to Live With Dignity
Our Children Want to Go to School. We Try to Work in This Band
For Earning and Supporting Our Families.
Would You Mind Contributing Money to Charity, Please?
Thank You Very Much, God Bless You All Time

Please Help Us to Buy of CD and
Give Us That Has Been Given by Handicap With Landmine
- Agrarian Revolution?

- Cambodian Killing fields vs. Canadian Residential schools. How are they similar? Different?